PAN HELLENIC PARTY SUCCESS

Children's Party is Enjoyed by College Women

Girls Adopt as YCWS Project at Inter­

national Affair—Many Features in Program

Prepared at 6:40 o'clock, Wednesday evening, last week, the International De­
nomination in "T," Pan Hel­lenic Fraternity, which was held in the upper dormitory, and by girls who adopt a children's party project for YCWS activities. 

The party was the first of the season, a great many women, with white aprons bearing orange leaves, attended with great joy. The party was arranged in two parts: the first was a "skirt" hurricane, and the second was the children's party proper. 

The hurricane was the most interesting part of the evening, Miss Helen Chase, who called for six volunteers, gave the young girls in aprons a chance to display their skills. 

The children's party was the most enjoyable part of the evening, and was well attended. 

GREETING AND WELCOMING THE FRATERNAL STUDENTS

The freshman council meeting on the stage, was followed by a welcome address from President H. T. Leavitt, Assistant Professor of Physics, who read the opening number on the program. 

The program then continued with a dance, and after the dance, the students were dismissed to their rooms.

DINNER ENSUING

The dinner ensuing was under the direction of Miss Miriam Chase, who called for six guests. The dinner was well attended, and the guests were served with great pleasure. 

The dinner was followed by the presentation of a scrapbook, which was given to the students as a memento of their visit. 

The scrapbook contained many pictures and autographs of the students who had been present at the dinner. 

HANDBOOKS ARE NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

In the hands of the students, the handbook was being distributed by Miss Mary Jane Brown, who held a corresponding number. Members of the faculty who had been present were also given copies of the handbook.

At the same time, the students were instructed to keep them back to the hall on the next day, and that they would be given a copy of the handbook for their use.

"We have," was the reply of the students, "enjoyed the dinner very much, and we hope to have another one next week." 

"Just as we have," was the reply of the students, "enjoyed the dinner very much, and we hope to have another one next week."
A. S. D.shire under the act of March 3, 1879.

Durham, N. H., October 20, 1920.

V. P. S.:

The foregoing items were read to the following as

Dr. H. L. SLOBIN is SPEAKER

Third Freshman Lecture Held on Monday

Dr. H. L. Slobin of the department of psychology at New Hampshire College addressed the freshmen last Monday evening in the third of the series of addresses for the year.

For his theme, "The Value of an Education," Dr. Slobin said that he was merely giving an outline of the conditions that impressed on our century its character as a century of progress and intellectual help a man can render his fel­

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical

B. Personal

II. AIM OF EDUCATION

A. Definition of education

B. Importance of education

C. Objectives of education

III. INVENTIONS AND PROGRESS

A. Inventions

B. Progress

IV. SCIENCE, ARTS, AND LETTERS

A. Science

B. Arts

C. Letters

V. ETHICS, RELIGION, AND PHILOSOPHY

A. Ethics

B. Religion

C. Philosophy

VI. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

A. History

B. Government

C. Economy

VII. THE CONCLUSION

A. General

B. Personal

Dr. Slobin began his presentation with the "Definitions" of education. He defined education as the "formation of the mind and character of a person." He went on to discuss the "Nature of Education," which included the "Nature of the School," the "Nature of the Student," and the "Nature of the Curriculum.

In his "Elements of Education," Dr. Slobin discussed the "Elements of Moral Education," the "Elements of Intellectual Education," and the "Elements of Social Education.


Dr. Slobin's lecture concluded with a brief discussion of the "Importance of Education," which included the "Importance of Education for Society," the "Importance of Education for the Individual," and the "Importance of Education for the Nation.

Through this lecture, Dr. Slobin aimed to convey the importance of education in shaping a person's character and development, and to highlight the various aspects and elements of education.

In summary, Dr. Slobin's lecture was a comprehensive overview of education, covering various definitions, aims, and principles. He emphasized the significance of education in shaping a person's character and development, and highlighted the various elements and elements of education. The lecture concluded with a brief discussion of the importance of education for society, the individual, and the nation.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DELEGATE RETURNS

At the meeting of the College Park, which was held in Boston last week, the new delegates from New Hampshire were given to the new faculty members of the college. Among the new students were Mr. O. G. W. Wu, a member of the Chinese delegation, and Mr. C. W. Wu, a member of the Japanese delegation.

Mr. Wu, chairman of the state Democratic delegation, took in hand the organization of a club in furtherance of the Democratic Education at New Hampshire College.

Other officers elected at the meeting were: Mr. W. S. Young, assistant secretary of the college; Mr. E. H. Burdett, treasurer; Mr. J. H. Oliver, secretary; and Mr. E. H. Westcott, auditor.

DEMONCRATS MEET TO ORGANIZE

The following officers were elected to organize the club in New Hampshire College: Mr. W. S. Young, assistant secretary; Mr. E. H. Burdett, treasurer; Mr. J. H. Oliver, secretary; and Mr. E. H. Westcott, auditor.
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"There goes Simpkins. I wonder why he is so late."

"He says shoes are too expensive," Mr. Wu said.

"It is a shame," Mr. Wu replied. "I am now an American citizen."

"No," replied Mr. Wu, "I am now an American citizen."

"The Religion of Christ is the way out," Mr. Wu said.

"Yes," Mr. Wu replied. "I am now an American citizen."

"Mr. Wu," Mr. Wu replied, "I am now an American citizen."
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SUNDAY SERVICES

10:00 A.M. Bible Classes in the country for students only.
11:00 A.M. Rev. Dr. Eliot
12:00 M. Mrs. E. J. Michel
1:30 P. M. Rev. Dr. Eliot

CóRDIAL WELCOME FOR ALL.